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"It is definitely exciting to be trying
to redefine boundaries"

Steve Chilton on pioneering female fell runners

T he title of this article is a quote from
Jasmin Paris from an interview she

gave after she had beaten all the men to win
outright the 268-mile Spine Race (along the
length of the Pennine Way) in 2019.

She is one of several female athletes
who are currently setting new endurance
running standards.

The Covid-19 pandemic causing
sports to go into lockdown has produced a
competitive void. As the regulations eased
slightly, individuals have been challenging
themselves over some of the traditional
'rounds' and long-distance records.

Two recent Cumbrian examples
of this are Beth Pascall setting a new
ladies' record time for the Bob Graham
Round of 14hrs 34mins (a time only
beaten by a select few men), and Sabrina
Verjee tackling all 214 Wainwrights
continuously, in 6 days 17hrs Slmins,
the first female to do so. These are
both incredible performances by any
standards.

These events did set me thinking
though. So, first a bit of history. It was not
so long ago that women wouldn't have
been allowed to run as far as Beth and
Sabrina did, and that Jasmin certainly
wouldn't have been able to compete
directly against men in an event like the
Spine Race. Women were banned from
distance running events for years due to
medical concerns that the event was too

Brenda Robinson running in the
Rossendale fell race in 1978

(photo courtesy of Brenda Robinson)
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taxing for "frail" female bodies.
Then in 1960 the 800m was re-

introduced to the Olympic Games
for females, after a gap of 32 years. In
1967 Kathrine Switzer ran the Boston
Marathon with an official bib by
registering under the name KV Switzer.
A race official attempted to pull Switzer
off the course mid-race but was blocked
by Switzer's boyfriend. Switzer finished
the race in 4 hrs 20 mins and was
subsequently banned by the American
athletics' governing body.

In 1980 the American College of
Sports Medicine released a statement in
support of the creation of the women's
Olympic Marathon. It stated: "There
exists no conclusive scientific or medical
evidence that long-distance running is
contraindicated for the healthy, trained
female athlete." After years of hard work
and lobbying by passionate female and
male athletes alike, the women's Olympic
Marathon was finally included in the Los
Angeles Olympics in 1984. Joan Benoit

became the first female gold medallist in
the event. She later said of running into
the Olympic stadium: "Once I passed
through that tunnel, I knew things would
never be the same."

Meanwhile another pioneer had
appeared. At the 1955 Ben Nevis race
16-year-old Kathleen Connochie, of Fort
William, set off one minute after the field
with her trainer, former Ben Race record-
holder Duncan Mclntyre, and completed
the course in 3hrs 2 minutes.

Legendary fell runner Bill Smith
also reports another anomalous
occasion. "The first fell race to be run
(nominally) under AAA Laws with
female competitors (unofficially, it would
seem) was the inaugural Edale Skyline
in 1974. The programme included
three ladies, each of whom started.
Lesley Evans (Castle Climbing Club)
retired, but Lynne Mitchell (Manchester
Rambling Club) and Katherine Peek
(Castle Climbing Club) both completed
the full 22-mile course, finishing 55th

' and 71st respectively
out of 100 starters, of
whom 29 retired."

Note that 22-mile
distance, and the fact
that the furthest that
female athletes could
run at the Olympic
Games at this time
was 1500m. Two
pioneers right there
then, who paved the
way for Jasmin, Beth
and Sabrina to have
the freedom to do
their own endurance
running.
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By now an organisation to manage
fell running had been set up, in 1970.
The Fell Runners Association (FRA) was
run by men for men. I seem to recall that
Brenda Robinson, the wife of one of the
committee members elected at the first
meeting, having to "wait outside in the
car" during that first meeting. It seems I
have got that story wrong. It is actually
worse, as I recently found out. She had
noted when writing about this in The
Fellrunner (the FRA newsletter) that she
was, "locked out of the car in the freezing
car park playing with my 17-month-old
son in the snow as dusk approached".

A year after the Edale race, the
autumn 1975 issue of The Fellrunner
carried a piece entitled "Growing demand
for women's races" that said, "mention
should be made of Miss L Mitchell's
excellent time of 13hrs 45mins (position
24th out of 183) in the Lakeland 3000 ft
Peaks event", and also noted several
other individual ladies' performances.

The autumn 1977 issue of The
Fellrunner summarised some of the
races in the Lakes that were accepting
women. On June 11 the Crag Fell
race was inaugurated in parallel with
the Ennerdale race. "Approx 4 miles.
There were 8 starters with Joan Glass
(Wrexham) winning from Anne Bland."
The ladies-only race ran for three years.
Veronique Marot applied to run over
the same course as the men in 1979 but
was refused entry. She ran unofficially, to
the consternation of the race organiser.
The next year, women were allowed to
compete over the full route.

The 5.5-mile Burnmoor Chase race
was held on July 9 in conjunction with
the Wasdale fell race. Joan Glass set a

Kathleen Connochie training for the
Ben Race with Duncan Maclntyre

(photo courtesy of Duncan Macpherson)

furious pace on the climb but then had
to retire, no doubt partly due to the heat.
The winner was Joan Lancaster from
Whitehaven with Brenda Robinson
second, and Anne Bland third. This
short ladies' race was held for three years
before the ladies were allowed to run the
full Wasdale course.

At the same time as the Borrowdale
race (organised at the time by Chris
Bland), a 5-mile ladies' Dale Head fell race
was held, on Aug 6. "Eight competitors
set off up Dale Head. Anne Bland (Pete's
wife) was first back into the sports field
but with Joan Lancaster in close pursuit.
Finishing third in her fell racing debut
was Billy Bland's wife Ann."

Ann Bland was something of a
reluctant competitor, normally preferring
to just run and not race, and recalled
recently, "I remember being knackered
when I got to the flat again off the
downhill, but got some encouragement
from the other ladies and managed
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to finish third. I could run pretty well
downhill though."

The last Dale Head race for ladies was
in 1980, although confusingly six ladies
ran the full Borrowdale course that year.

But before all those three races, there
was another that can claim to be the first
fell race in Cumbria to be organised and
include ladies, just a few weeks after the
Pendle fell race had been the first ladies'
race under AAAs Laws.

On May 22 1977 the well-established
nine-mile Fairfield fell race first allowed
female entrants, although (according
to Bill Smith) there had in fact been an
informal run over the course the previous
year, when Margaret Belk (Airedale) had
been first back. Smith reports that in the
first formal race, "an un-attached runner
by the name of Pauline Cushnie (later to
become Mrs Pauline Haworth) won the
ladies' race from Brenda Robinson and
Joan Glass". Brenda Robinson recently
commented that in the early days it was
exciting and daunting at the same time.
Then it got competitive.

Pauline Cushnie/Haworth subsequently
became one of the first great fell runners,
and married Kenny Stuart, who is also
an icon of the fell scene. I interviewed
Pauline in researching my book on the
history of fell running (It's a Hill, Get
Over it) and she recalled her beginnings
as a runner.

Ci I loved hurtling
down the hills but
also enjoyed the pain
of running up them!

Pauline Haworth in the 3 Shires race, 1987
(photo courtesy of Pete Hartley)

"I was a keen fell-walker in my teens,
spending most weekends travelling up to
the Lakes from Southport before working
a summer season at Wasdale Youth
Hostel in 1974. It was during a walk on
Yewbarrow that I came across Joss Naylor,
rounding up the sheep and running with
his dogs which inspired me to have a go
at fell running. I started by walking for an
hour or so over the fells then would turn
round and run back to the hostel. As I
became stronger, I ventured further and
further away and in order to be back for
5pm I got faster and faster. I loved hurtling
down the hills but also enjoyed the pain of
running up them!"

A few years later, after working in
nursing in Liverpool, she returned to the
YHA. "They had an enthusiastic group of
fell runners by then, so I was persuaded to
enter the 1977 Fairfield Race. At the time
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I didn't realise it was the first time women
were allowed to enter. I was surprised to
win it as had only been running a couple
of months so had to walk a lot of the
uphill but found the downhill quite easy
and very enjoyable."

Over the next two years she entered a few
more races, mainly the short versions of the
main Lakeland Horseshoe races. "They were
friendly affairs at first with maybe only six
or so ladies running but they soon started to
become more competitive with the likes of
Jean Lochhead, Ros Coats, Sue Parkin and
Rosie Naish coming on the scene. I realised
that I would have to put some training
in if I wanted to be competitive (I always
preferred racing to training!), so by 1980 I
felt more prepared to race and was able to
win the championship."

Pauline also showed the sort of
determination that has taken Jasmin,
Beth and Sabrina to the heights they have
reached. She told me the story of running
the Ben Nevis race in 1984. "I knew the
steep, rocky course suited me. The main
reason I was inspired to run such a fast

time was because I overheard this well-
known coach talking at the start. 4Ros
Coats is here; Pauline isn't going to have
it her own way. She never tries hard
enough; she always looks as if she is out for
a breeze.' I thought damn you, I'll make
sure I win this. I got really annoyed, and it
fired me up. I was absolutely determined
to win, and I beat the coach as well, much
to his disgust. I showed them I could run
really hard when I needed to." Pauline set
the course record for the Ben Nevis race
that day which stood for 34 years before
being broken by 24 seconds by Victoria
Wilkinson in 2018.

Any sense of equality of opportunity
(and reward) certainly took a long time
to arrive in the sport of running, and
to fell running in particular. We should
remember those pioneers. I am sure that
they have the respect (and thanks) of
Jasmin, Beth and Sabrina for laying the
ground that they have later trodden. •

Steve's fourth book All or nothing at
all: the life of Billy Bland, published by
Sandstone Press, is out now.

CUMBERLAND SAUSAGE AND MASH byAmy Whelan
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